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Abstract. Visualization exploration is an iterative process of setting pa-
rameters, rendering, and evaluating results. This process can be recorded
and analyzed in order to make visualization exploration more efficient
and more effective. This work describes methods for visualizing the visu-
alization process using new visualization process graphs; several visual-
ization process relations are introduced to construct these graphs. These
methods were used to analyze and improve a network routing visualiza-
tion, and the results of this analysis are presented. Through this analysis,
redundant exploration was quickly identified and eliminated.

1 Introduction

During the visualization process, a user iteratively explores a very large space of
visualization parameters in order to discover results of interest. The search of this
space can be costly—especially for expensive visualization techniques. It is vital
that visualization systems be designed to streamline the exploration process, but
support for this sort of optimization is not common. To understand and improve
visualization exploration, a user’s session must be recorded and analyzed. Unnec-
essary and expensive re-exploration could then be identified, suggesting ways to
improve the visualization interface. Visualization process graphs, depictions of dif-
ferent characteristics of the user’s exploration, can be used to perform this anal-
ysis, leading to improved systems. This form of provenance analytics is chiefly
aimed at system designers, though there are potential uses by users as well.

This work describes new methods for extracting visual representations of
the visualization process. Visualization sessions are themselves visualized us-
ing the process graphs introduced here. The formalism for constructing these
graphs—visualization process relations—can also be used to directly analyze
aspects of the visualization sessions. As a motivating example, a case study
of how visualization graphs were used to improve a network visualization tool
(the OASCBrowser [1]) is discussed. The OASCBrowser looks a changes of au-
tonomous systems (ASes) via colored lines connecting ASes to IP addresses;
clusters of these indicate anomolies. The graphs were used as a “visual pro-
filer” to detect cycles and similar redundancies. This example illustrates how
the process graphs can be used to make visualization more efficient.
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2 Background

Both scientific and information visualization can be described as an iterative
process of data-filtering, visual mapping, and rendering with user interaction.
Several approaches have been taken to present the history of the iterative explo-
ration to the user. Where present, most visualization history depictions are linear
graphs of next-previous relations (such as the Zoom Graphs in Polaris [2]). A
more sophisticated history mechanism can be found in GRASPARC [3]. GRAS-
PARC presents a tree of branching parameter settings in a problem solving
environment which includes visualization. The tree is used to step back to any
previous simulation setting and branch the exploration. Finally, some novel visu-
alization user interfaces present the visualization result provenance to the user,
either as a depiction of the entire visual parameter space [4], a tabular projec-
tion of that space [5], a parallel coordinates depiction of the space [6], or an
interactive graph of visualization derivations [7]. Additional work has extended
the depiction to include changes in the visualization’s construction [8]. Recent
work has also informally evaluated how to better measure the effectiveness of
the visualization process [9, 10].

The previous works focused mainly on showing the history of the visualization
or problem solving processes. However, for analyzing the visualization process,
history alone is not sufficient. Often, there are relationships between the results
and other elements of the visualization session which are vital to its understand-
ing. The visual database exploration (VDE) work by Lee [11, 12] has identified
these elements for database exploration; Lee’s work encapsulates multi-result
relationships based upon database structural metadata. The VDE Model also
uses graphs to display process information for database exploration; lessons from
the VDE work are applied here. For visualization exploration, the P-Set Model
of visualization exploration [13] was developed. The P-Set Model formalizes the
visualization process and discusses relationships between results and the pa-
rameters which generate them; the details of these relationships are provided
in the next section. The current work extends the P-Set Model by expanding
the two process graphs previously discussed (the history and derivation graphs)
and introducing two new process graphs (difference and containment graphs).
In addition, a set of metrics and heuristics to evaluate these graphs is discussed.
Taken together, the graphs and measures provide a framework for improving
visualization tools such as the OASCBrowser system.

2.1 The P-Set Model for Visualization Exploration

Visualization process graphs depict links between different results in the session.
These links are dependent upon the underlying model describing the visual-
ization process. While the graphs discussed here could be distilled from other
models of visualization exploration, the P-Set Model is used for the purposes of
this work.
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Fig. 1. The initial Origin AS Change (OASC) Event visualization system, the
OASCBrowser [1]. The ASes initiating an event (aligned around the square) are con-
nected to the affected IP addresses within the square. Color indicates change type.
Normal activity appears as a random collection of lines; anomalies in routing are de-
tected by browsing through dates and active events types looking for correlated lines.

The P-Set Model of visualization exploration formalizes the iterative visu-
alization cycle by describing a user’s interaction with a visualization system.
During such interaction, a user manipulates parameter values to form a parame-
ter set (a p-set); a p-set is a collection of parameter values of different types (such
as the date and active event parameters used by the OASCBrowser). Created
p-sets are used to generate new results. A p-set, combined with a visualization
transform (the operation which creates results), uniquely identifies a result; a
result can be recreated given a p-set and transform. By recording how p-sets are
derived from previous p-sets, the P-Set Model captures the salient details of the
exploration process.

For each result generated during visualization exploration, four items are
stored: a timestamp, parameter derivation information, p-set derivation informa-
tion, and result derivation information. This four-tuple is known as a derivation.
The timestamp indicates when the derivation was performed; it is possible for
multiple results to be generated during the same timestamp as a consequence
of a single user interaction. The parameter and p-set derivations describe which
previous parameters and p-sets were used to create the new parameters and
p-sets. Finally, the created results are identified by the p-sets and transforms
used in their creation; the p-sets used must have been created via the parameter
and p-set derivations. In this manner, each explored result is encoded by the
model. Each of the four elements in a derivation will be used to form different
visualization process graphs.

3 Relations and Graphs for Visualization Analysis

Visualization process graphs encode different relationships between results, pa-
rameters, and p-sets explored during a visualization session. These relationships
are based upon different properties of these elements—when they were gener-
ated, what parameters they share, etc. In this section, four visualization process
relations are introduced that are in turn used to define the process graphs.
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Fig. 2. Visualization process graphs for a OASCBrowser session. There are two pa-
rameters types in the graphs: dates and displayed OASC events. In the example, one
event type was turned off, the next date’s data was loaded, and finally all event types
were toggled on again.

3.1 Visualization Process Relations

Four classes of visualization relations are used in this work: history, derivation,
difference, and containment. Each relation is a boolean function over two ele-
ments in a visualization session; the function is true if the corresponding relation
holds. Most of these operations relate parameters, p-sets, or results. Derivations,
however, are vital to most of these relations, determining if a relation holds
or not.

History Relation. The history relation imposes a linear temporal ordering
upon the derivations in a session. This follows relation holds between two deriva-
tions if the latter derivation immediately follows the former (i.e., their times-
tamps differ by one). Since a derivation encapsulates several sets of parameter,
p-sets, and results, this relation also imposes an ordering on these elements.
The follows relation will be used to compose history information with derivation
information from the derives relation.

Derivation Relations. In an individual P-Set Model derivation, four things
occur. First, parameters are taken from existing p-sets to be modified. These in-
put parameters are manipulated by the user to create output parameters. These
output parameters are then applied to an input p-set from a previous result
to create an output p-set. Finally, this output p-set is applied to a visualization
transform to generate a result image. Each of these stages imposes a relationship
between the two entities—i.e., the input parameters derive the output parame-
ters. Thus, there are five derives relations: P-sets derive input parameters, input
parameters derive output parameters, output parameters derive output p-sets,
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input p-sets derive output p-sets, and output p-sets derive results. It is impor-
tant to note that it is possible for an element that was derived from another
element to derive that self-same element—such cyclic derivations are indicative
of redundant exploration. Thus, cycles in a chain of derivations will be used to
identify ways to improve a visualization system.

Difference Relations. P-sets are the cornerstone element of the P-set Model.
P-sets are formed by direct user interaction and are the genesis of visualization
results. Thus, a measure of the depth of the exploration is the depth of the visu-
alization parameter space spanned by the p-sets. The differs relations measures
the amount of difference between two p-sets, and thus indirectly captures the
breadth of exploration. The differs relation used in this work is differs-by-one;
two p-sets differ by one if they share the same parameter types but differ in only
one value (e.g., only a colormap differs).

Containment Relations. The final set of relations are the contains relations.
This relation is the normal mathematical containment relationship between an
item and a set. In this context, the relation holds between a parameter and
a p-set (if the parameter is contained within the p-set) or a parameter and
a result (if the parameter is contained within the p-set used to generate that
result). Similar to the differs relation, the containment relation measures the
depth of exploration. If a single parameter value is shared among many p-sets,
then further exploration could be facilitated by using a different parameter value
for those same p-sets.

Using Visualization Process Relationships. Each set of relationships high-
lights different aspects of the visualization process. Though parameter derivation
information is not present in the history relation, it gives a clear sense of the
flow of time during the visualization process. The derivation relations provide a
sense of parent-child relationships; this relationship could be combined with the
history relation or used without. Combined, the derives and follows relations
could identify how a result or p-set was first created. Alone, the derives relation
details how that result/p-set was used in subsequent exploration. Finally, the
difference and containment relations give a sense of the depth of exploration
during the process. Shallow spanning trees of graphs using this relation signify
a visualization process that did not deeply search the space of parameter values
while deep or broad spanning trees could suggest lack of focus. In fact, using
these relations to build graphs is a powerful method for performing visualization
session analysis. This idea will be explored in-depth next.

3.2 Visualization Process Graphs

Each visualization process relation has a corresponding visualization process
graph; these graphs visually summarize the relations. The graphs introduced
here are similar in purpose and properties to the graphs of the VDE model.
However, these graphs are tailored to visualization exploration. In addition, the
difference and containment graphs have no analog in the VDE work. To illustrate
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the process graphs, Figure 2 will be used as an example; for an explanation of
the OASCBrowser system used in the example, refer to Figure 1 and Section 4.

History Process Graph. The history process graph (Figure 2a) provides a vi-
sual overview of the temporal ordering of results. Each element in the sequence
is a derivation that was generated by the user in a single operation. These ele-
ments are drawn from the domain and range of the follows relation. History can
be displayed graphically using vertices representing the derivation and directed
edges representing time.

The history graph is a line connecting each derivation; in interfaces that expose
session information, this is the type of graph usually displayed. To be more
informative, derivations components within a single time-step can be included
(such as in Figure 2a). The parameters, p-sets, and results within a derivation
are ordered based upon the derives relation: Inputs are sources while results
are sinks in the derivation subgraphs. Thus, each derivation is depicted as a
sequence of parameter, p-set, and result derivations. For example, node 2 in the
figure clearly shows how the date from the previous result’s p-set was changed
from January 4, 2000 to January 5, 2000 to create a new p-set and result for the
following day’s events. Note, though the same p-set or parameter may be used
in different derivations, each derivation’s subgraph possesses a unique node for
its p-set or parameter instance. This prevents edges between nodes belonging to
different derivations (i.e., different time-steps); such relations are the purview of
the derivation graph discussed next.

Like the OASCBrowser system, most visualization systems have derivations
with only one input p-set, one input and output parameter, and one generated
result. This occurs because most of these interfaces cannot manipulate more
than one parameter, cannot utilize more than the immediately preceding p-set,
and cannot generate more than one result at a time. A system which relaxes
these constraints, such as the Image Graph [7], would have correspondingly more
complex derivation information such as multiple input p-sets or created results.

Derivation Process Graph. The history process graph is insufficient for de-
scribing the relationships between results, parameters, and p-sets. Over the
course of an exploration session, different parameters from the same p-set may
be used to create multiple results. In addition, a result may be visited more
than once. These relations are not explicitly present in the history graph. The
derivation process graph captures this information (Figure 2b).

A derivation process graph is constructed from three types of nodes: parame-
ters, p-sets, and results. For each derivation, an edge exists between two nodes if
the former derives the latter according the the derives relation. Unlike the his-
tory graph, there is only one node per parameter, p-set, or result. Thus, nodes
may have multiple incoming or outgoing edges due to derivations involving that
node at different time-steps. To disambiguate these edges, they are labeled with
the corresponding derivation’s timestamp.

The derivation graph succinctly summarizes the ancestor-descendent relations
within the visualization session; paths in the graph correspond to sequences of
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derivations. Landmark parameters and p-sets are easily identified by possessing
a large number of incoming and outgoing edges. In addition, redundant explo-
ration is identified by p-sets nodes with multiple incident edges with distinct
time-stamps. Such edges indicate that the p-set was visited by multiple user
interactions, re-creating its associated result each time. Analysis of Figure 2b
shows that there was no redundant exploration (every p-set was explored only
once) while one parameter was used twice (the parameter signifying that all
OASC event types were displayed, lower left corner of Figure 2b).

Difference and Containment Process Graphs. The p-set difference graph
and the p-set containment graph highlight the depth of exploration whereas
the other graphs highlight the structure of the exploration. A difference process
graph (Figure 2c) connects two p-sets if they vary by a certain number of pa-
rameter values; all difference graphs in this paper connect p-sets that differ by
only one parameter. Each partition in these graphs represents similar results.
The more clusters there are, the larger the explored parameter space. In Fig-
ure 2c, there are two partitions of the graph based upon parameter type—the
top/bottom partition separate p-sets by which event types are displayed, while
the left/right partition separates the dates explored. The number and size of such
partitions are proportional to the size of the parameter space explored. Many,
small partitions indicate a broad exploration of several different parameter types
while few, large partitions correspond to a session with significant depth in one
parameter.

Containment graphs (Figure 2d) depict how the explored p-sets are composed
from the explored parameters: An edge exists between a parameter and a p-set
if the parameter belongs to the p-set. The relative number of parameters of
different types and p-sets are another indicator of the depth of exploration.
Parameter types which dominate the exploration are easily spotted by how they
outnumber the other parameter type nodes. If the number of p-sets dominates
the graph, then the parameter space was highly explored. In Figure 2d, every
valid combination of parameter values generated was explored during the session.

Using Visualization Process Graphs. Visualization process graphs serve
two functions: They provide an overview of the visualization process and allow
that process to be analyzed. The history and derivation graphs are most useful
in the former application; the last three are vital for the latter. The history
graph, augmented with derivation information, could be used as a browser over
the visualization session; the Image Graph can be considered an implementation
of a subset of this graph. Like the Image Graph, the history graph could be
made interactive. This interaction would provide a sophisticated mechanism to
build results from previous results. Such a system is beyond the scope of this
discussion.

Several methods for analyzing visualization process graphs have already been
introduced (i.e., looking at the number of incident edges to a p-set with differ-
ing time-stamps in the derivation graph). These methods can be formalized via
visualization process metrics. Each metric is a function over a graph, node, or
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edge and summarizes properties of the graph; the properties relate to charac-
teristics of the exploration. Previously, Lee [12] developed a set of metrics for
the VDE model; we adapt some of them and introduce several new ones. The
metrics introduced here are tailored to visualization exploration, and measure
statistics relevant to such exploration:

– Importance Metric. For a given node in a derivation process graph, the im-
portant metric counts the degree of the node—the total number of incoming
and outgoing edges. Nodes with a higher degree were derived by or derived
multiple results in the exploration session, and thus were integral to that pro-
cess. For the sample session, the p-sets which derived the second and third
results have the most importance; however this difference is not significant
(the next importance value is only one less than the maximum).

– Redundancy and Efficiency Metrics. For a given derivation process graph,
the redundancy metric counts the number of incident edges to any p-set
which have different time-stamps. This metric could be applied directly to
p-sets to count the number of times the p-set was re-explored. Recall that p-
sets, combined with visualization transform, uniquely identify a result; thus,
a measure of the redundancy of one is a measure of the redundancy of the
other.

Given a redundancy value, a measure of efficiency can be derived. The
inefficiency of a session is the ratio of the redundant edges to the total number
of p-set derivation edges in the derivation graph; the efficiency is one minus
this number. For the sample session, the efficiency was 100%—no p-set was
explored more than once.

– Depth Metric. The value of the depth metric is the maximum number of
neighbors of any node in the p-set difference graph. This value is also the size
of the largest cluster in the difference graph. Since each node in this cluster
must differ by only one parameter type, the sub-space of the parameter space
spanned by this type was well explored. For the sample session, the depth
value was 2 parameter settings.

– Breadth and Coverage Metrics. The breadth of a visualization session is
defined as the number of p-sets explored during the session—the more p-
sets generated, the larger the explored visualization parameter space. A more
meaningful measure is coverage; this is the number of p-sets explored over the
possible number of valid p-sets in the session. This value can be calculated
from the containment graph: The total number of valid p-sets for a single
visualization transform is the product of the count of parameter values nodes
for the transform’s associated parameter types (e.g., if there are 3 dates and
2 selections of events, there are 6 possible valid p-sets); the total number
of valid p-sets is the sum of the valid p-sets for each transform. For the
sample session in Figure 2d, the coverage was 100% since there were two
parameters values for each of the two parameter types and four explored
p-sets. While the coverage metric is useful for understanding the extent of
the exploration, is not necessarily a measure of its effectiveness—not all
combinations of parameter values are equally meaningful.
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These metrics provide heuristics to evaluate a visualization system. Assuming
that the re-exploration of results is costly and should be avoided, systems should
strive for a high efficiency (limiting redundancy). If a certain parameter has a
high depth value, it suggests that a means to more quickly explore this sub-space
of the visualization parameter space could be beneficial. While process graphs do
not capture every characteristic of a visualization system (such as its running-
time or memory efficiency), they capture the essential properties of explorations
using that system. The use of the graphs and their associated will be explored
in more depth in the following section.

4 Case Study: Improving the OASCBrowser

The OASCBrowser [1] is a tool for visually detecting anomalies in internet rout-
ing information (Figure 1). The tool displays different types of changes to own-
ership of autonomous systems (ASes)—groups of hosts on the Internet. The
different types of changes (called OASC events) are labeled with different col-
ors. The colored lines connect ASes along the edge of a square to points within
the square corresponding to the IP address affected by the change. The tool al-
lows a user to browse through recorded dates with different types of AS changes
highlighted. Anomalies are found by visually searching the dates for unusual
patterns—normal behavior appears random while abnormal behavior appears
as correlated lines.

The user can manipulate two different parameter settings for the
OASCBrowser: The currently displayed date, and which OASC events to display.
There are eight event types; the display of each can be individually toggled. The
OASCBrowser does not provide a history mechanism—only the last result may
be manipulated by the user. Thus, to compare a previous result, a user must
recreate its parameter settings manually. As will be demonstrated, this leads to
significant inefficiency during exploration.

4.1 Example Session and Analysis

Several visualization sessions were analyzed; all showed similar behavior. In an
exemplar session, a range of OASC events between August 1st and August 22nd,
2000 were visualized. During this exploration, three sets of anomalies were dis-
covered: A pair of correlated anomalies near August 1st, a major anomaly and its
correction between the 14th and 17th, and another pair of correlated events on
the 21st. In the session, 61 parameters and 76 p-sets and results were generated.
Since there was only one visualization transform (the OASC Event visualiza-
tion), there is a one-to-one correspondence between p-sets and results.

Figure 3 depicts the derivation, containment, and difference graphs for this
session. For clarity, the derivation graph has been collapsed into a different (but
equivalent) view of the session that shows only result derivations. Since there is
a one-to-one correspondence between these two graphs (as there is only visual-
ization type), the graphs are isomorphic.
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Fig. 3. Visualization process graphs for the original OASCBrowser viewing events dur-
ing August 1–22, 2000. Top-left: Result derivation. Bottom-left: P-Set Containment.
Right: P-set Difference.

(a) August 1 (orange) (b) August 14 (purple) (c) August 21 (cyan) (d) August 17 (green)

Fig. 4. Landmark results in the example exploration session. Each is highlighted in the
graphs in Figure 3 using the given color. The August 1st and 21st results show two
correlated anomalies each; each pair of events is of different types. The August 14th
result shows anomalous events that are later corrected by events on the 17th.

Several observations can be made from the session’s process graphs. First,
there are several cycles in the exploration. The cycles occur in three portions of
the derivation graph: The upper half (the August 1st anomalies), the lower left
(the major anomaly between August 14th and 17th), and the lower right of the
graph (the August 21st anomalies). In fact, the three most important results in
the derivation graphs (according to the importance metric) correspond to these
three anomalies (Figure 4a–c, outlined in orange, purple, and cyan respectively in
Figure 3). For the August 1st and 21st anomalies, it is telling that each important
result displays the two correlated events together; the derivation graph shows
that these results were generated multiple times while the user toggled the two
events on and off in order to isolate them.

The exploration of the August 14th anomaly is more complex. Upon initial in-
spection, the visualization is flooded with H (green) events. However, further anal-
ysis shows that the cause of these corrective events is one AS’s OS (purple) events;
these events correspond to the result highlighted in the figures. The exploration
cycle here is complex for several reasons. First, there are the multiple anomalous
events (the H and OS events) on the August 14th date; this causes the toggling
seen before. However, there is a another set of anomalous H events three days later
from the same AS (Figure 4d, highlighted in green in Figures 3); these are another
set of corrective events. In the exploration session, the user compared the 14th and
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17th events by stepping back and forward in time and changing which events were
displayed. This caused the nested loops in the derivation graph.

As demonstrated, the given exploration session was inefficient: It has 70% ef-
ficiency according to our efficiency metric with 28 redundant derivations—over
a quarter of the exploration was spent recreating previous results. From the
difference graph, it can be confirmed that most of this redundant exploration
was over one parameter type, the displayed events—most of the outer clusters
represents toggling active events while keeping the date fixed. The center cluster
represents p-sets stepping through time. The distribution of parameter values in
the containment graph also supports the inefficient parameter exploration con-
clusion. The parameter corresponding to rendering all event types (bold border
in the upper middle of the figure) covers 30% of the p-set nodes in the graph.
Thus, 70% of the exploration consisted of setting the active event types to find
the events of interest. Considering that only four dates of the 22 viewed had
significant anomalies, this parameter exploring is unneeded. A more effective
interface would reduce the need for excessive parameter searching.

4.2 The Refined OASCBrowser

From the previous analysis, it was concluded that the OASC event browsing in-
terface was inefficient when drilling-down into an anomaly—too much redundant
activity was spent toggling through the parameter values to find the event types
of interest. The occlusion of the events was determined to be the cause of this
toggling; analysts could not perceive specific events when exploring an anomaly.
However, the ability to show all the event types simultaneously in one image was
found useful to quickly spot when anomalies occur. Thus, a new interface was
designed that showed both the overview visualization and visualizations for each
of the event types concurrently (Figure 5, see Teoh [14] for details). By using
multiple views, unneeded parameter generation is avoided.

Figure 5 depicts the process graphs for the exploration of the August 1st–
22nd, 2000 events using new the interface. The new interface does improve the
exploration, though it does not remove all inefficiencies. The difference graph

Fig. 5. The refined OASCBrowser interface (showing the anomalous events of August
14th, 2000) and corresponding process graphs for the exploration of August 1–22, 2000.
The new interface displays the combined OASC event view in addition to a view for
each individual event; events from the surrounding dates are also shown. This reduces
the amount of redundant exploration compared to the original interface. Middle-Top:
Result Derivation. Middle-Bottom: P-Set Containment. Right: P-Set Difference.
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shows that the exploration was more dense; the majority of the p-sets only
changed their date parameter. Because the new interface allowed users to drill-
down to individual events directly, more interactions were spent exploring the
dates than the event types. The containment graph corroborates this finding; it
shows that only 30% of the parameter exploration focused on individual anomaly
types. Since the majority of dates did not have anomalies, this exploration is
more in line with the actual data, unlike the original interface.

While the new interface does reduce the need for excessive parameter manipu-
lation, it still suffers from inefficiency. For the given session, the overall efficiency
is 56%, less than that of the original interface. If the results exploring the Au-
gust 14–17 events are excluded, the efficiency rises to 85%, an improvement over
the original browser. This signifies that for correlated anomalies on the same
date (such as the August 1st and 21st anomalies), the new interface is more
efficient—fewer derivations are needed to drill-down to individual events. How-
ever, the new OASCBrowser does not solve the problem of comparing anomalies
from different dates; a user is still required to re-explore the intervening date’s
results. Further interface refinement could address this issue.

5 Discussion

Analyzing a user’s process via the process graphs allowed us to improve the
OASCBrowser. The graphs clearly identified cycles in exploration and reinforced
some issues we had previously identified. It is important to note the the exact
metrics are user dependent—each user will have slightly different patterns—so
aggregate or holistic examination of the different sessions will be required. All
users of the tool in our case study were familiar with it, so the question of how
novice and expert sessions vary is still open.

The P-Set Model explicitly captures changes in parameters, not in other as-
pects of the visualization. For systems such as the OASCBrowser which are not
modular (i.e., not extendable by adding new components or by changing the
visualization pipeline), the P-Set Model is adequate. For modular visualization
environments, the P-Set Model can capture interactions with complete pipelines,
but not explicitly capture changes within the pipeline. Extensions to capture
pipeline changes are possible so long as the model is derivational—modifications
to the more transaction-based approach used in VisTrails [8] is conceivable ini-
tial approach. In this sort of model, the visualization transform of a p-set would
refer to complete transforms which would be built/modified by the transform
model. Annotation of such changes (e.g., why the user performed an operation)
is easily added by capturing it and using an RDF-like model [15] to extend the
XML representation [13].

While the metrics presented are agnostic to the number of parameters used
in the visualization, the graph-based representation may need to be condensed
or collated in some fashion. This is especially true for the difference relation:
More possible parameters will explode the number of possible nodes. An intel-
ligent clustering scheme would elide individual nodes to display only groups of
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interest. For very long sessions, a similar graph summarization approach would
be needed for the containment and derivation relations. Such condensation is es-
pecially important if the graphs are to be used by users directly; only more recent
derivations will be typically of interest, and chains of non-branching derivations
could be summarized.

6 Conclusions

The provenance of the visualization process is complex. To gain an understand-
ing of visualization sessions—and perhaps a better understanding of the data
originally visualized—this information needs to be visualized. Four graphs exam-
ining different parts of the visualization process were presented, and an in-depth
example demonstrated the uses of this kind of analysis.

There are several potential applications for the work presented here. Visu-
alizations of the visualization process give insight into the process and the in-
terfaces used. The analysis of both OASCBrowser interfaces suggested areas of
refinement, and a quantifiable improvement was observed for the refined inter-
face. Similar analysis could be performed on other visualization systems. Other
potential uses include communicating results and exploration sessions to col-
laborators, validation of sessions, and navigation of the visualization parameter
space during exploration.

6.1 Future Work

As mentioned, one area of further study is the development of additional relations
and metrics for visualization process analysis. Of interest is the identification and
quantifying of the common patterns within process graphs. If quantified, a data-
mining system could then be used to automatically identify these patterns and
call attention to them when displaying the process. This automation would assist
in the understanding of the visualization process. Besides improving the visu-
alization interface, this analysis could also be used to perform usability studies
utilizing the metrics presented here.

Another avenue of research is the integration of visual analysis tools with
visualization systems. During the visualization, the user could also be presented
with visualization process graphs summarizing the exploration. This depiction
could help in parameter space navigation and be used as a history tool to return
to different results in a manner similar to the Image Graph.
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